Your sister/brother interrupts you when you are talking to your mom

At school, you are working on a coloring sheet and the teacher tells you
to put away your crayons.

Your mom gets on to you for being too loud.

You ask for a hug, but mom says ‘Not now.’

You and your sister/brother both want to play with the same toy.

You were in the middle of reading a book and really want to finish, but
mom takes it away.

You are watching a TV show and your sister/brother changes the
channel to a show you don’t like.

A friend at school says he/she doesn’t want to play with you.

Your math schoolwork is really hard and you can’t figure out how to do
it.
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You get an A+ on a homework sheet.

You hear a loud noise and don’t know what it is.

After school you are going to the park with friends, but right now you
are at school working.

It’s the morning of your birthday.
Allison got a special game she asked for on her birthday. She feels…
Brandon wants to play outside, but it is raining. He feels…
Chelsea earned an “A” on her spelling test. She feels…
Devon’s house was hurt by a tornado last month. Today, it is raining and windy.
He feels…
Ellie felt lonely, so she told her caregiver. Now they are playing a game together.
She feels…
Frankie hears adults arguing loudly. He feels…
Greta had a bad dream about an upsetting thing that happened to her. She
feels…
Henry climbed to the top of a jungle gym and is ready to go down a big slide. He
feels…
Isabel thinks it is her fault that the scary, upsetting thing happened. She feels…
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Jackson hears sirens outside and remembers the upsetting thing that happened

